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Abstract
This paper was developed on the base of experience realization of the state pilot project in the field of reform of the emergency medical service (EMS) in the Odessa region (Ukraine). The core idea behind the paper is to propose an information infrastructure that allows medical and other services to get instant messages on problem situations which necessary joint activities for the saving lives of the people. This infrastructure will use for alert about accidents only those service that are needed to perform joint actions to people salvation in the particular situation. For this in the paper is to provide a review, analysis, and identification of opportunities for the EMS community to address information infrastructure developments of emergency medical service as a part of the smart city solutions. Besides, was summarized the overall impact that digital communications, information infrastructure could have on EMS and their influence on how EMS system (in Ukraine it's 112 service) might operate in the year 2020 and after this period; also proposed a model for how these technologies might be used by EMS system and how digital technologies can help avert the bad interoperability of emergency services and improve the response on the emergency situation when they do occur.
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1. Introduction
This paper considers information infrastructure as an instrument' access of EMS and include study about access to EMS as a part of smart city solutions for all using Emergency call number 112 and provides for the coordination with other emergency services.

The value of integrating and coordinating emergency care amongst various agencies is an important factor to be considered: e.g. police, fire brigade and voluntary organizations. Police and fire fighters are very often the first professional witnesses of acute illness or injury, arriving before EMS personnel. It is important that these public officers be informed in the one time.

According to the European Society for Emergency Medicine “Emergency Medicine [1] is a specialty based on the knowledge and skills required for the prevention, diagnosis and management of urgent and emergency aspects of illness and injury in which time is critical. The practice of Emergency Medicine encompasses the pre-hospital and in-hospital triage, resuscitation, initial assessment and management of undifferentiated urgent and emergency cases. It also includes involvement in the development of pre-hospital and in-hospital emergency medical systems”.

The fulfillment of this requirement is impossible without the organization of the relevant information interaction of all structural elements and services of the emergency medical care. Creating a full-fledged analogue of the European call system in Ukraine is ensuring the constitutional right of citizens to personal security and health.

2. Smart emergency infrastructure as a way to improvement of emergency medical services
At the today, Emergency medical services (EMS) use many different types of equipment basic transport vehicles, such as ambulances and helicopters; different medical devices and communications equipment that allows for transmission of patient information between ambulance and hospital. In addition, medical personnel rely on effective communications systems that enable them to summon help of other emergency services when needed.

Over time, technological advances have led to improvements in the delivery of EMS [2], [3]. Automatic crash notification (ACN) technology enables immediate notification of emergency responders.

Set against this backdrop of evolving technology, however, is the basic reality that most EMS systems do not have the resources needed to make major system upgrades. [2], [3] Moreover, not all local EMS providers agree that newer, more sophisticated technology necessarily translates into better or more efficient patient care.

2.1. Emergency medical services: at the crossroad solutions
Emergency service is determined by many factors, among which the information and communication infrastructure plays an important role, which increases the efficiency of providing assistance to the victims. The state of information and communication infrastructure is characterized by a set of indicators that reflect the development of digital technologies: fixed telephony, mobile cellular and satellite communications, information systems and data transmission networks.

One can distinguish the distinctive features of the information and communication infrastructure of the emergency medical aid, which are reflected in:
- the necessity of universal access to the communication system of all involved parties, which are related to the situations connected with the provision of emergency medical care;
- the ability to save a significant amount of time spent in the usual case on the provision of medical care.

The most important characteristics of this are the state of information and communication infrastructure; availability of information and communication technologies; increase the speed of information transfer and improve the quality of communication [4].

When forming the information and communication infrastructure of emergency medical service (ICI EMS), it should be taken into account that it is an integral part of the national information and communication infrastructure (NICI), the cybersecurity, functioning of all branches of the national economy depends on the stable and reliable functioning of all its components [3].
However, today ICI EMS is not only not defined de jure but de facto, since the presence of a single telephony channel in the EMS system can not reflect its potentially necessary infrastructure, components of which are developed by departmental programs, is unsystematic, not interrelated, creating a lot of problems for the interaction of the technical and technological components of the EMS. One of the key issues in the formation of ICI EMS is the lack of a holistic management system built on the use of modern means of communication and digitalization.

An obstacle to its formation is the lack of reliable data on the topology and available resources of telecommunication networks as general use (TCZK), as well as departmental and special, which makes it impossible to organize the centralized use and management of their resources in emergency situations that require the use of emergency, incl. medical measures.

Under these conditions, there is an urgent need for the formation of the ICI EMS, the coordinating center of which should be the Unified EMS and NC management center (emergencies). An important step in this direction is the adoption of the Law of Ukraine "On Emergency Assistance to the Population by Single Telephone Number 112" [5], according to which the creation of the EMS system should ensure the coordination and operational management of the resources of all telecommunication networks and the organization of providing emergency assistance to the population in case of threat Emergency situations. Structural elements and interrelationships between them in the case of the introduction of this system will look as shown (Fig.1).

In addition, its creation will be a real confirmation of the implementation of the provisions of the Law of Ukraine [6], [7] "On Telecommunications" and a number of regulatory acts and will solve the problem of guaranteed provision of telecommunication resources in emergency conditions of centralized alert and emergency assistance systems, monitoring of the state of telecommunication infrastructure, in particular due to the possibility of unusual conditions of joint centralized and decentralized operational management of telecommunication resources of all networks and telecommunications operators.

However, as the practice of EMS shows, there are not only technological and communication problems, but also organizational issues that relate to the emergence of an emergency team of a team of profile specialists to be involved in case of a specific emergency that requires, for example, participation not only physicians, but also firefighters, whether police or aerospace.

In this case, in our opinion, based on the use of classification signs of emergencies [8], it may be expedient to develop a Common Emergency Situation Classification (CESC), which describes and codifies various emergencies and specifies groups of specialists and necessary equipment to be involved and used in a particular situation. This will significantly reduce the time for "calls", which is needed in the emerging situation to form a teamwork for the elimination of emergency situation, for example, in the case as a fire.
The use of CESC as part of the emergency care system for a single telephone number 112 will significantly reduce the arrival time of various emergency teams and provide the necessary medical care to the victims, improve coordination of the activities of the units of all services and the timely provision of emergency medical service.

The aim of EMS focuses on providing timely care to victims of sudden and life-threatening injuries or emergencies in order to prevent needless mortality or long-term morbidity. The function of EMS can be simplified into four main components; accessing emergency care, care in the community, care en route, and care upon arrival to receiving care at the health care facility.

Emergency response. Seconds count when lives are at stake, making it critical to speed first responders to the scene of emergencies. Smart systems can optimize call centers and field operations, while traffic signal preemption gives emergency vehicles a clear driving path. A city with an already low response time of eight minutes could shave off almost two minutes. A city starting with an average response time of 50 minutes might be able to trim that by more than 17 minutes.* At present, no single region-wide EMS model exists for all ukrainian regions and cities.
However, this point is especially important in times of crisis and disaster, where information flow between EMS stakeholders of regions and cities is vital for interoperability and an effective coordinated crisis response.

The overall objective of the pilot project in Ukraine is to improve regions’ coordination of EMS structures and forming of organizational arrangements and their link to national health management system. In particular, the project aim is:
1. Develop a standardized templates to be used as a messages tool to inform about crisis situations type and the forming of the emergency help team includinf EMS group.
2. Forming EMS information infrastructure on the base of digital technologies and central call centre.
3. Collect data on existing emergency management mechanisms intended to manage health threats.

2.2. Description of sections in EMS data collection template

a) Legislation and financing: Main topics regulated by legislation; financing sources; how EMS providers are reimbursed for services provided; type of institution authorized to run EMS; co-payment.
b) Out-of-hospital emergency medical services: Public emergency number 112 and its links with emergency medical calls; dispatch centres’ basic features; medical equipment of non-medical emergency vehicles; ambulance type distribution; triage protocols.
c) In-hospital emergency medical services: Access to the emergency department; triage protocols; quality performance.
d) Education: Specialty; qualification requirements for physicians, nurses and paramedics; professional board certifications.
e) The role of EMS in crisis management: Role of EMS in the national Crisis Preparedness Plan (CPP); international cooperation protocols in EMS; CPP in EMS legally binding; testing of CPP; leading institution in case of national crisis; EMS representative in the crisis management team; training in crisis management for EMS personnel and safety measures.

These complex systems include different services, from health-care posts or emergency points attended by medical staff, to a call centre (dispatch centre) that is able to answer emergency calls, provide medical advice to the caller and, if necessary, dispatch a mobile medical care unit.

2.3. The importance of a digital infrastructure of EMS for smart cities

In an environment characterized by cooperation and partnership among various actors, a city can take on different roles, ranging from a passive role to a more active, facilitating role in which the city establishes the right conditions for all actors to operate within the smart city area. A city needs to choose its role based on how it can optimally promote the development into a smart city while ensuring good strategic flexibility going forward. With a long-term approach, a city can issue clear targets and guidelines for operations while ensuring favourable conditions for competition, innovation and scope for action over time. Every city needs to establish structures and collaboration models in order to be equipped to meet the changing expectations and preferences of citizens, business, city operations,
colleagues and collaborative partners while maintaining control over the agenda and direction of the city in the future.

The communications infrastructure is a key component in smart city development. Every city needs to ensure that communications platforms are established and accessible in order to achieve the smart city concept in an open and resource-efficient manner. Access to a modern, basic infrastructure for data communications in the form of, for example, fixed networks, mobile networks and dedicated networks for EMS applications will be critical to cities aiming to become “smart” for people.

The technical trends were identifying at by assessing of trends according to three criteria – relevance, timing and magnitude – in order to identify the trends most important to the information infrastructure of EMS.

3. Reference model of a smart city infrastructure

Rapid development of digital technologies and applications is generating a need to create an overall view and for the capacity to conceptually structure the various components of the Smart city that together create efficient solutions for EMS information infrastructure of the Smart cities. At this case a common method for conceptualizing a field can be to design a “reference model” which, based on simplifications, constitutes a point of departure for building specific, situational models for Smart city including EMS information infrastructure. This reference model is an abstract framework for understanding components of EMS information infrastructure and their interrelationships in a Smart city structure and can therefore be used as a basis for study, as well as to use for construction real EMS digital infrastructure. At this case a reference model is instead intended to provide general approach that can be used across comparisons of the other models.

So, the “main components” are larger digital technology areas that together form the platform of and enable the various applications for Smart City solutions.

The starting point for EMS reference model of information infrastructure for smart city solutions (Fig.2) can be a division of the main components into six distinct “layers” [9]: infrastructure, communications, sensors, data platform, applications, security and as an addition emergency situation classifier (ESC).

3.1. Reference model of EMS information infrastructure

Each specific situation (ESC) is assigned its own code. In accordance with this code, a message is automatically sent to all services that should participate in the elimination of this situation, the necessary specialists and equipment is specified.

The relatively simple model provides an opportunity to communicate and compare specific solutions and models across organizations and interest groups, while enabling comparison of the advantages and drawbacks of specific solutions. In more concrete terms, the model provides the following benefits:
• It constitutes a basis for choosing and comparing the advantages and drawbacks of different market models and for determining how a city can influence/stimulate service development.
• It provides an opportunity for better shared understanding and consensus across a city’s various units, administrations and firms with joint responsibility for various Smart City solutions and applications [10].
• It promotes the development of horizontal solutions and elucidates the effects of vertical solutions.
• It creates the conditions and capacity to establish technical standards and specifications for individual solutions.

![Reference model of EMS information infrastructure](source: Composed by the authors on base (Smart Cities, 2017))

In today’s time, implementing Smart City leveraging digital and connected technology helps promote medicine development [11], improve EMS infrastructure & environment, enhance interoperability and optimize costs of EMS.

In the 9 parts [9] for a Smart City solutions are highlighted: Smart Mobility. Smart Health. Smart Finance. Smart Education. Smart Government. Smart Energy & Water. Smart Retail & Logistics. Smart Tourism & Leisure. Smart Buildings & Living. At the same times the Smart Health part include 9 points also: Quantified self; Patient empowerment; Digital platforms connect supply and demand; Personalization of treatments through ‘big data’; Artificial intelligence supports the doctor; From institutions to networks (unbundling); 3D printing; Robotics in ‘cure’ and ‘care’; Insurance and financing. However, among these points not indicated information infrastructure of emergency medical service.

4. Conclusions
So, EMS system in Ukraine still need to find their place in the mechanisms for disaster preparedness and response coordination with other stakeholders. Although emergency medical care is the primary objective of all emergency services, the role of preparedness planning is insufficient if simply carried out at the level of each health service [12]. It
should involve the whole EMS system at national or regional level, integrated into the whole health system and in full coordination with other emergency services.

Finally, the most important outcome of the pilot project in Ukraine must be the formal creation of the National Inter-Regional Information Infrastructure in the field of EMS.

The main social effect from the formation of the EMS [13], [14], [15], [16], [17] information infrastructure is the preservation of human health and the compliance of public authorities with the needs of citizens and guaranteeing them the right to protection against threats to their lives.
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